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Abstract

Eliciting requirements from users remains a major challenge for systems developers. The Collaborative Software Engineering Methodology addresses this challenge by combining the use of scenarios with Group Support Systems (GSS) technologies. This paper reports results of an experiment conducted to analyze definition of those scenarios using a general-purpose GSS. Scenario quality and productivity were evaluated and then compared for three textual scenario formats. Results highlighted the productivity of the unstructured format as well as the scenario completeness problems of all formats. Recommendations for an iterative collaborative scenario process and a special-purpose GSS scenario tool were developed to address these problems.

1. Introduction

Several decades of MIS research have clearly shown both the importance and the difficulty of developing complete and accurate information systems requirements. Many of the seemingly endless reports of spectacular system failures have been attributed to requirements problems [1]. Other studies have shown that problems are 200 times more expensive to correct during testing than during the requirements phase [2]. Most researchers and practitioners agree that user involvement is critical to the success of the requirements process. The challenge is in determining how to effectively involve multiple users in that process.

Traditional requirements elicitation techniques depend on user interviews or group meetings as the primary mechanisms for involving users. However, these techniques are notoriously inefficient, especially when dealing with large, highly diverse user groups. The problem of gathering accurate requirements and the inefficiencies of user interviews and group meetings were some of the early driving forces in Group Support Systems (GSS) research. GSS have been highly successful in improving group meeting productivity and outcomes in real-world settings [3]. On-going research on

the use of GSS for collaborative requirements elicitation has led to the development of special-purpose GSS tools for activity and data modeling and an over-arching Collaborative Software Engineering Methodology (CSEM) [4]. However, development of CSEM identified a need for additional collaborative tools to support key aspects of the requirements elicitation process. The Activity Modeler provides a structured mechanism for establishing the scope of the system and identifying the functions that it should support [5]. The Group Data Modeler has proven effective for capturing data requirements [6]. Neither provides a dynamic picture of the business processes that a system must support, i.e., the system’s behavioral requirements. Recent research has suggested that scenarios may be an effective mechanism for eliciting behavioral requirements. However, although there is widespread agreement on the usefulness of scenarios, there are many unanswered questions on how to integrate scenarios into a collaborative requirements elicitation process such as CSEM. The purpose of the experiment reported in this paper was to set a foundation for collaborative scenario elicitation by exploring the first step in that process, individual user definition of scenarios. Future research will focus on the collaborative scenario review and evolution needed to fully incorporate scenarios into CSEM.

During the experiment, subjects individually defined scenarios using a general-purpose GSS, GroupSystems Group Outliner. Overall scenario quality and user productivity were evaluated and then compared for three different textual scenario formats. The experimental results were further analyzed to assess the implications for a collaborative scenario definition process and to identify requirements for a special-purpose GSS scenario tool.

The next section provides additional background and motivation for this research. Section 3 summarizes the research methodology used and defines measures for scenario quality and user productivity. Experimental results are presented in section 4 with their implications discussed in section 5. Research contributions and future research plans are summarized in the final section.
2. Background

2.1. Scenarios

Scenarios are narrative descriptions of the sequence of activities that a user engages in when performing a specific task. They are being increasingly used in both the human-computer interaction and software engineering communities throughout all phases of development [7] including requirements elicitation [8-12]. Because of the wide variety of use and context, there are several different types and formats for scenarios commonly used [13].

The software engineering community is probably most familiar with the interaction scenario, more often referred to as a “use case” [14]. This type of scenario focuses on the interaction of a user and the system necessary to accomplish a specific system-supported transaction [15]. Alternatively, “rich” [15] or “contextual” [16] scenarios are designed to capture a larger organizational context by describing all activities the user engages in to accomplish a business task (not just interactions with the system), as well as information about the user’s business goals, resources required, and the social setting [15]. Contextual scenarios are especially useful during requirements elicitation when user groups seek to develop common definitions of business processes, assess opportunities for process improvement, and evaluate the business impacts of alternative system solutions. Pohl and Haumer [16] surveyed contextual scenarios modeling techniques to develop data models defining the information required at the scenario and interaction levels.

Formats of scenarios also vary widely. Textual formats are the most common, ranging from unstructured natural language [e.g., 7] to structured natural language such as tabular scripts [11] to formal grammars [10]. Various modeling techniques such as scenario trees [9], other graphical representations [e.g., 8], or prototypes may also be used instead of or in addition to textual descriptions.

A survey of current scenario practices in industry [12] reports that both contextual and interaction scenarios are being used and are primarily documented in a textual format using a word processor. A description of CSEM scenario usage is provided next.

2.2. Scenarios in CSEM

The primary purpose of scenario usage in CSEM is to support collaborative requirements elicitation. The goal is to use scenarios to support an evolutionary process that starts with rich descriptions of business processes, and then evolves those contextual scenarios into specific system use cases, prototypes, and finally into behavioral requirements specifications. This is accomplished through an iterative process of individual user scenario definition, group refinement of scenarios, development team analysis and implementation, and group review and feedback until behavioral requirements are agreed upon. Both the type and format of scenarios evolve as shown in the following overview of the CSEM requirements elicitation process.

1. Initially, users work in parallel to develop rich, contextual business scenarios to describe current work processes for each of the business activities with automation potential identified during high-level business activity modeling. CSEM contextual business scenarios are documented using textual descriptions, but no specific format has yet been defined. (Note: The current experiment only addresses this step. Future research will address the other steps.)

2. Then, the group is led to converge on a common definition of business processes through iterative refinement of the contextual scenario descriptions. Group members also brainstorm on how work changes or information systems might improve the business process and refine the business scenarios accordingly. Using scenarios to achieve group consensus, as is done in this step, is one of the most common uses of scenarios during requirements elicitation [12].

3. Scenarios are also used in conjunction with data modeling to assess how recommended data integration changes the business scenarios [17]. If the impacts are acceptable, the business scenarios are updated to reflect those changes. Otherwise, the user group recommends revisions to the integrated data model that are acceptable from a business processing perspective.

4. Next, the focus shifts from the business to the information system. Systems analysts, working with selected user representatives, use the business scenarios and data model to define alternative interaction scenarios, i.e., system use cases. Interaction scenarios are documented using a combination of text, graphical models, and screen mock-ups.

5. A prototype is developed based on the system use cases. The business scenarios are used to guide the prototype evaluation and provide a rich context for evaluating the impacts of alternative information systems solutions on the business. Group evaluation feedback is used to update the business scenarios, data models, use cases, and the prototype in an iterative development and evaluation process.

The scenario process is continuing to evolve based on user experiences like those described next.

2.3. Preliminary user experiences

Early CSEM scenario sessions with Department of Defense (DoD) user groups were extremely encouraging. A general-purpose GroupSystems tool, Group Outliner, was used to capture scenarios because it allowed structuring of the definition process through decomposition of business activities into scenarios and
provided word processor-like capabilities for describing the scenarios. Facilitators observed that users found Group Outliner easy to use and quickly defined scenarios for a wide range of business activities based on general instructions about scenarios and their content. Because of initial variations in the type and level of detail of information included in scenario descriptions, more detailed instructions on data requirements were developed based on Pohl and Haumer’s [16] contextual scenario data models. However, the format of the scenarios still varied greatly. For example, some scenarios were written as free-format textual descriptions, while others were clearly broken down into numbered steps. Users continued to ask for detailed format guidelines, but we were reluctant to provide them until we had a better understanding of the impacts of format on scenario quality and user definition productivity. This need led to the current research.

2.4 Current research

The current research seeks to respond to this need by focusing on the initial individual user definition of contextual scenarios using a textual format. The first step in the research was to develop a greater understanding of user-defined scenarios, i.e., What is the quality of user-defined contextual scenarios?

The next step in the research focused on comparing three of the most commonly used textual scenario formats. The scenario literature summarized previously showed the wide variety of formats used to describe scenarios. The three most common textual scenario descriptions were: (1) unstructured free-format narrative text, (2) separately numbered steps with free-format descriptions, and (3) more-structured tables with separate columns for each scenario data item and rows for each scenario action. However, little information is provided on why these formats were chosen or on the impacts of these formats. Therefore, the second research question is: How will the format of scenario descriptions affect scenario quality and productivity of user definition of those scenarios?

3. Research methodology

3.1. Experimental design

These research questions were explored using a laboratory experiment. During the experiment, a convenience sample of undergraduate MIS students used the same GroupSystems tool (Group Outliner) used in the DoD sessions to define scenarios for their university’s current course registration system using one of the three common scenario textual formats.

Each experiment lasted approximately two hours and included a short Group Outliner training session, a practice exercise, definition of the course registration scenarios, and completion of a post-session questionnaire. Subjects spent 45 minutes defining up to four course registration scenarios. They were told to concentrate on developing the best possible description for the first scenario and that they did not need to complete all scenarios. If they finished the first scenario, they worked on the other scenarios. All subjects, regardless of treatment, where provided with an initial outline listing scenario categories (e.g., UA Course Registration Scenarios) and specific scenarios (e.g., Student Registers for Spring Semester Classes). The treatments varied based on what format subjects used to input the descriptions for those scenarios. All subjects were given a handout which provided (1) a common definition of what information should be included in a scenario description (Figure 1), (2) instructions on how to input the scenario description for their specific treatment format, and (3) a sample scenario using their treatment format.

To develop a scenario description, you must specifically identify each action that must be accomplished. For each action or step in the scenario, you must identify who performs that step (e.g., a person or a system) and what specific action is done. You should also identify any data/information that is needed to complete that step, the reason the step is done, any major error checking or exceptions that may occur, as well as alternative ways of accomplishing that step.

Figure 1 – Scenario experiment instructions

Subjects assigned to the first treatment entered their scenario descriptions as unstructured text into Group Outliner’s comment window (Figure 2). Subjects assigned to treatment 2 listed the scenario actions as numbered steps by adding the actions as individual outline items in Group Outliner (Figure 3). Group Outliner automatically

3.2. Data collection

The experiment was conducted in a computer lab on the university campus during the second semester of the academic year. The UNC Charlotte computer services center was the location for the experiment. The computer lab was equipped with twelve workstations with desktop PCs running SunOS 4.0. The computer lab was also equipped with a high-speed printer and a high-speed Internet connection. The computer lab was also equipped with a high-speed Internet connection. The computer lab was also equipped with a high-speed Internet connection. The computer lab was also equipped with a high-speed Internet connection.

Figure 2 - Unstructured scenario format
generated step numbers. Finally, subjects assigned to treatment 3 defined structured steps by entering structured action names as individual outline items in Group Outliner and then adding detailed action information as comments (Figure 4). Group Outliner automatically generated step numbers.

The three formats served as the treatment levels in a single factor randomized complete block design. Experimental session was used as the blocking factor to control for (1) possible differences in experimental conditions between sessions and (2) the non-random assignment of subjects to sessions. Within each session, subjects were randomly assigned to treatment conditions. Seven experimental sessions with a total of 23 observations per treatment were conducted. The total sample size of 69 exceeded the 63 conservatively estimated as needed to achieve a power of .80 for \( \alpha = .05 \).

### 3.2. Measuring scenario quality

Although the scenario literature identifies what information should be included in a scenario, it is essentially silent on how to measure scenario quality. The requirements literature identifies several measures for the quality of a software requirements specification (SRS) (see [18] for a summary). Four commonly mentioned are: completeness, correctness, understandability, and lack of ambiguity. Proposed scenario quality measures for these characteristics are discussed next.

**Completeness.** Davis et al. [19] state that an SRS is complete if “everything that the software is supposed to do is included in the SRS.” Comparably, based on this experiment’s definition of a scenario (Figure 1), a scenario is complete if every action that must be accomplished is fully described. Therefore, to judge scenario completeness, the total number of actors, actions, descriptions, data requirements, exceptions and alternatives were counted for each scenario and added together to calculate total scenario information.

Completeness can also be assessed at the individual action level, i.e., is all information about that action included in its definition. To judge action completeness, the percent of actions with actors, descriptions, data requirements, exceptions, and alternatives were calculated. The percentages were summed to get the average amount of scenario information provided per action to determine total action completeness.

**Correctness.** Davis et al. [19] define correctness at the SRS and individual requirement level with the latter measured as the percentage of individually correct requirements. In contrast, most processes developed to assess correctness (e.g., Fagan inspections) tally the number of defects or errors found during the inspection. Both approaches were explored in this research.

**Understandability.** Davis et al. [19] state that “an SRS is understandable if all classes of SRS readers can easily comprehend the meaning of all requirements with a minimum of explanation.” However, directly measuring understandability is difficult and often very subjective. As an alternative, previous GSS experience has shown that group understanding of terms increases when definitions are provided. Therefore, for this experiment, the number and percent of action descriptions will be used as a surrogate objective measure of understandability.

**Lack of Ambiguity.** An SRS is said to be unambiguous “if and only if every requirement stated therein has only one possible interpretation” [18]. All scenario definitions were ambiguous because they were written in natural language with all its inherently ambiguities. Therefore, rather than quantifying this, specific ambiguous examples were highlighted in the scenarios to help identify the major sources of ambiguity so that future tools or techniques can seek to reduce them.
3.3. Measuring productivity

Productivity is generally measured as the quantity produced divided by the time or resources taken to produce that quantity. For scenarios, quantity has generally been measured as the total number of scenarios or the length of scenarios in lines or pages (e.g., see [12]). Since all subjects had the same time to define scenarios, the number of scenarios and scenario lengths will be used to measure of productivity. (Note: If subjects had worked different lengths of time, these totals would have been divided by subject's time.) Because of the variation in line and page sizes, length will be measured in words. It is not clear, however, whether scenario length is a valid measure of scenario quantity. For example, does a scenario description with 1000 words provide twice the information as one with 500 words or is it just more verbose? Also, does it take more words to express the same amount of scenario information in any of the formats? Therefore, before using word count to measure productivity, two preliminary analyses will be performed. First, the correlation between the length of scenario one and total scenario one information will be evaluated. Second, the ratio of word count to total scenario information will be analyzed to assess format conciseness. If correlation is high and no differences in conciseness are evident, then total scenario length for all scenarios will be used to measure overall productivity.

3.4. Questionnaire development

The post-session questionnaire was designed to collect:
1. Subject’s assessment of the quality of their scenarios and process productivity. The thirteen quality and six productivity questions directly paralleled the proposed quality and productivity metrics.
2. Ease of use of the tool used to define scenarios (GroupSystems Group Outliner) to ensure that it did not negatively impact scenario definition. These seven questions were directly taken from Fred Davis’ widely used perceived ease of use instrument [20].
3. Demographic data so that homogeneity of subjects across treatments could be assessed.
4. Self-reports on motivation to ensure that there were no significant differences between treatments.

3.5. Analytical techniques

Analysis of the experimental results was based on quantitative analysis of scenario quality and productivity measures and post-session questionnaires plus qualitative assessment of the experiments and scenario descriptions.

Analysis of scenario content focused on the first scenario since that was the only one defined by all subjects. To ensure accurate and consistent counts of the scenario content, a master spreadsheet was developed which consolidated all scenario information (e.g., actors, actions, descriptions, data requirements, exceptions and alternatives) provided by the subjects for scenario one. The spreadsheet was compared to the university’s course registration instructions to ensure that it accurately reflected the current process. Each scenario definition was then compared against the master spreadsheet to count the number of actions, actors, descriptions, data requirements, exceptions, and alternatives identified for that scenario. The other scenario quality and productivity measures were calculated from these counts. The total number of scenarios and words for each scenario were also counted.

Preliminary analysis focused on descriptive statistics followed by comparisons between treatments. Since experimental session was not significant as a blocking factor for any measure, detailed analyses were conducted using a one-way ANOVA for the treatment factor only.

4. Results

In general, all participants easily defined the main actions for each scenario. However, many did not provide all the requested information for each action (e.g., data requirements, exceptions, and alternatives). Problem areas and quality and productivity differences between the treatments are highlighted in the following sub-sections.

4.1. Participant demographics and motivation

Analysis of the demographic questions showed that no significant differences existed between treatment groups on these characteristics. Subjects were primarily senior MIS majors with multiple MIS courses, but only limited analytical expertise. On average, they used computers one or more times a day and had very good computer and word processing expertise with better than average typing skills. They also were somewhat familiar with GroupSystems. The other experimental check was for motivation and effort. On average, motivation and effort were very high (4.28 and 4.17 on a 5-point scale) with no significant differences between treatment levels.

4.2. Assessing scenario quality and productivity

The first research question was: What is the quality of user-defined contextual scenarios? To address this
question, descriptive statistics for scenario quality were analyzed. All statistics showed a high degree of individual variability and identified important quality problems. For example, while the average number of actions per scenario definition was 18.62, the individual counts varied from a low of 6 to a high of 38. Most other measures showed similar variability. These results were consistent with observations during the experiments where some subjects seemed to be rapidly defining scenarios while others seemed to be struggling. Statistics on action completeness were also interesting and surfaced some potential quality problems. For example, while 95% of action specifications included the actor, less than 50% provided a description of the action with even fewer identifying data requirements (22%), exceptions (17%), or alternatives (4%). If these numbers are low for all treatments, then the scenario format, process, or tool must change to improve action completeness. Descriptive statistics for productivity measures showed similar high individual variability.

4.3. Comparing scenario quality and productivity

To respond to the second research question, How will the format of scenario descriptions affect scenario quality and productivity of user definition of those scenarios, this section compares the three treatment formats and the unstructured (treatment 1) and structured formats (treatments 2 and 3) on each of the scenario quality and productivity measures.

Completeness. The scenario completeness measures (Table 1) show slightly more actions and actors for treatment 1 than the other treatments, but these differences are not statistically significant. The higher numbers of descriptions, data requirements, and total scenario information for treatment 1 are weakly significant ($p < .10$) with the differences in numbers of alternatives significant at the .05 level. Comparing the unstructured and structured treatments increases the statistical significance of the differences to the .05 level for the numbers of descriptions, data requirements, alternatives, and total scenario information.

Fewer differences are significant when analyzing action completeness. As shown in Table 2, the difference in the percentage of actions with alternatives is weakly significant when comparing the unstructured and structured treatments. When viewing total action completeness as the average amount of information per action (maximum of 5), the differences between the unstructured and structured treatments is significant at the .05 level, with the differences between all treatments even more strongly significant ($p < .01$).

Correctness. As expected, there were no significant differences between treatments for any of the correctness measures. A qualitative assessment of the errors showed that many of the errors were caused by incorrect action sequence. However, these errors often identified viable alternative action sequences or highlighted areas where the action sequence was not very logical.

Understandability. The number and percent of action descriptions were used as surrogate measures for scenario understandability. As shown in Table 1, there is weak statistical evidence that treatment 1 scenario definitions are more understandable when comparing all treatments and slightly stronger evidence when comparing the unstructured to the structured treatments, based on the higher number of descriptions provided for treatment 1. Although there are also differences between the percentage of actions with descriptions between treatments (Table 2), these differences are not significant because of the high degree of individual variability.

Lack of Ambiguity. As planned, assessment of scenario ambiguity was qualitative. The most common problem area was vague specification of data requirements. For example, many subjects used course number and course call number interchangeably in their scenario definitions when in fact they are distinctly different data items with totally different formats. Another common problem area was ambiguous specification of actors as he/she/it. For example, sometimes it was not clear whether the actor was the student, instructor, or registrar personnel.

Productivity. The final measures related to subject user productivity when developing scenarios. As shown in Table 3, there were no significant differences in the total number of scenarios defined in the allotted time frame. However, subjects using the unstructured format clearly used more words to define scenario 1 and more total words for all scenarios defined.

Since the correlation between the number of words and the total information in scenario 1 was .80 and there were no statistically significant differences in conciseness between treatments (see Table 3), the total word count can be used as a valid estimate of productivity. As Table 3 shows, the total word count was significantly higher for the unstructured format when comparing the three treatments and the unstructured and structured treatments.

4.4. Analysis of post-session questionnaire results

To further explore the second research question, subject’s perceptions of scenario quality, productivity, and ease of use, collected as part of the post-session questionnaire, were analyzed. The analysis showed that subjects generally rated scenario quality, productivity, and GroupSystems ease of use very high. There were no significant differences between treatments for scenario quality or GroupSystems ease of use. In contrast, subjects rated the structured treatments significantly higher on (1) the ease of the scenario definition method, and (2) whether the method allowed them to do what they needed.
Although the questionnaire results showed few treatment differences, the results did seem to indicate consistency between related questions. Results of the common factor analysis performed to explore this commonality are summarized in Table 4. (Detailed factor scores are available on request, but were not included in because of space constraints.) Significance tests reported using the maximum likelihood method of factor analysis with varimax rotation indicated that three factors were sufficient. These factors directly map to the quality, ease of use, and productivity concepts. In addition, the Cronbach’s alpha for all factors met or exceeded the recommended .80 standard for business research.

Means of standardized factor scores for each treatment and the unstructured versus structured treatments are summarized in Table 5. As expected from the individual question analysis, the only statistically significant difference is between the unstructured and structured treatments with the structured groups rating productivity higher than the free-format group.

5. Discussion

The experimental results can be summarized into three main findings: (1) scenario completeness was low for all formats, (2) completeness was lower for structured formats than the unstructured format, and (3) results of higher productivity measures for the unstructured format contradicted subjects’ perceptions of higher productivity for structured formats. Possible reasons for each of these findings is discussed in the next section. Limitations of the study and their potential impact are summarized in section 5.2. Finally, implications of the findings and limitation on the scenario definition process and GSS tool are discussed in sections 5.3 and 5.4.

5.1. Interpretation of results

The results clearly showed completeness problems for all formats at both the action and scenario level. At the action level, only half of actions included descriptions, with less than a quarter including data requirements, exceptions, and alternatives. One possible explanation is that, although the instructions requested this information, none of the formats specifically prompted for it, so subjects had no on-screen reminders as they developed the scenario descriptions. In addition, subjects were asked to provide all the information at once, which may have caused an information overload problem. Most subjects did well identifying the main actions, but may have done better with total action completeness if the definition process had been split into at least two steps: (1) identifying the actions and then (2) adding the remaining detailed action information. At the scenario level, completeness was also low with only an average of 18.6 actions included per scenario out of a total 65 unique actions identified by one or more subjects. One possible cause for this problem was the fact that subjects developed scenario definitions individually and did not collaborate to capture actions identified by others.

In addition to the common completeness problems, completeness was significantly lower for the structured formats when compared to the unstructured format at both the scenario (see Table 1) and action (see Table 2) level. This may have been caused by the structured formats’ action numbering which increased focus on the action sequence at the cost of lost attention to the other action information. Format 3’s named and numbered steps magnified this problem by totally separating the action from the other information. Both structured treatments’ focus on sequential actions also made it more difficult to represent non-sequential information such as exceptions and alternatives. Most importantly, the structured treatments provided no specific structural support for increasing completeness, e.g., with prompts or templates.

Productivity results were somewhat contradictory, with the productivity metrics clearly indicating that the unstructured format was more productive (see Table 3) while subjects felt more productive using the structured formats (see Table 5). One possible explanation for this contradiction is that while the unstructured format didn’t hinder productivity, it also didn’t provide any specific support for scenario definition. So when subjects were asked if the method they used supported scenario definition, they preferred the structured formats which used more of Group Outliner’s capabilities. In addition, subjects may have focused on the higher word count of the unstructured format without recognizing the associated increased content, thereby feeling less productive because more words were required for their scenario definitions.

Finally, in interpreting the results it should be recognized that although the results showed many differences between treatments, the majority of these differences were not statistically significant or were only weakly significant. There were two primary causes for this lack of statistical significance. First, the high individual variability outweighed differences between treatments, making the probability of detecting true differences extremely low. This variability was accounted for in the statistical calculations, but in the future it may be appropriate to increase sample size or seek methods to reduce the individual variability to increase the power of the statistical tests. Second, the individual treatments themselves may not have been distinct enough to cause significant differences. This problem was partially addressed in this paper by comparing the unstructured treatment to both structured treatments (2 and 3). Future research should increase the distinction between treatments.
5.2. Limitations of the study

Some of the variability in the scenario descriptions may have been caused by vague definition of the scope of the experiment's scenarios. For example, while some subjects felt registering for classes started with calling the university's course registration system, others began with planning their schedules. Still others began with determining the courses they needed to take based on their major. While this may be useful when trying to develop an initial understanding of the complexities of a scenario, in general it will make reaching consensus much more difficult. In the future, the scope of scenarios should be more clearly defined before beginning definition of the actions necessary to accomplish that scenario.

A second limitation of this study was that, although subjects were told what to information to include in a scenario definition and how to document that information using Group Outliner, they were not told how to actually develop the scenario definition. This lack of process guidance may have been a major contributor to the action completeness problems observed. For example, the action completeness results (Table 2) seem to indicate that subjects focused on identifying the main actions only. If they had been told to identify the main actions first, and then go back to add the other action information, action completeness may have been much higher. Future research should evaluate how an improved process can increase scenario quality and productivity.

A final limitation of the study was that the combination of the selected scenario formats and the Group Outliner tool may have significantly limited subjects' ability to quickly define quality scenarios. As a minimum, neither seemed to provide any support for any of the completeness problem areas. Future research should investigate alternative scenario format and tool combinations to improve quality and productivity.

5.3. Scenario definition process implications

The most important implication of the results and the first two limitations is that an iterative scenario definition process that incorporates collaborative review between process steps is needed. An iterative process should increase clarity of scenario scope, reduce the information overload problem and may improve scenario completeness as each step focuses on a specific sub-set of the required scenario information. A collaborative process enables information sharing which may also increase completeness. Experimental observations and the ranking of action completeness results (Table 2) implies the need for a collaborative scenario definition process such as:

1. Users should first define and agree upon scenario goals and preconditions to ensure a common understanding of the scope of each scenario.

2. Next, users should work in parallel to identify the normal action sequence for all scenarios, followed by group review and refinement.

3. Once the actions are agreed upon, users can add additional action details such as more complete action descriptions and data requirements.

4. Finally, as required, users can add critical exceptions or error checking and identify alternative ways of accomplishing actions to complete the scenario definition.

5.4. GSS scenario tool implications

The results and the final limitation also highlighted weaknesses in using Group Outliner for scenario definition. Although Group Outliner supported structuring scenarios into named and numbered actions, this structure did not provide sufficient support for developing complete scenario definitions. Providing specific prompts or a template that could be completed in an iterative manner should improve scenario completeness, but its impact on productivity must be evaluated. A template could be used with Group Outliner, but it would be somewhat awkward and inflexible, increasing the possibility of negative productivity impacts. Alternatively, a GSS scenario tool could be specifically designed to provide the necessary information prompts with added quality and productivity aids such as pull-down lists to reduce ambiguity (e.g., for actors and data), and targeted support for iterative scenario definition.

6. Conclusion

Scenarios have great potential for helping to solve many of the requirements problems that have been plaguing the software industry since its inception. Their primary value centers on their simplicity – users can easily describe concrete examples of what and how they do their jobs. These examples provide a rich source of information for aiding the discovery of requirements and for evaluating alternative ways for meeting those requirements. However, when used in an undisciplined manner, scenarios can also be incomplete, unfocused, fail to provide critical information, and extremely inefficient to define and analyze. The purpose of this research was to take a first step and set a foundation for a disciplined collaborative scenario elicitation process that can accrue the benefits of scenarios while avoiding their pitfalls. This research's primary contributions is in its identification of the quality weaknesses of currently used scenario formats, processes, and tools and its definition of new format, process, and tool concepts that should be evaluated in the next step in research to create a disciplined collaborative scenario elicitation process.
Practitioners planning to incorporate scenarios into their requirements elicitation process now should consider implementation of an iterative, collaborative scenario elicitation process using a standardized scenario template. Based on the findings from these experiments, we have begun to use this approach with DoD user groups and have seen some highly encouraging results. Using scenario templates with GroupSystems Group Outliner has noticeably increased the quality and consistency of scenario definitions. However, Group Outliner’s limited support for templates has led to development of a GSS scenario prototype which can fully take advantage of the support for templates has led to development of a GSS scenario prototype which can fully take advantage of the

Future research will focus on the formal evaluation and enhancement of the proposed collaborative scenario elicitation process and prototype. Plans are to refine the individual scenario definition format, process, and tool and then move on to collaborative scenario definition, refinement, and evaluation research that more fully supports all aspects of scenario use in the Collaborative Software Engineering Methodology.
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Table 1 – Mean scenario completeness measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Completeness</th>
<th>Treat 1</th>
<th>Treat 2</th>
<th>Treat 3</th>
<th>Unstructured (Treat 1)</th>
<th>Structured (Treat 2&amp;3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Actions</td>
<td>19.91</td>
<td>17.78</td>
<td>18.17</td>
<td>19.91</td>
<td>17.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Actors</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>17.30</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>17.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Descriptions</td>
<td>10.78*</td>
<td>8.78*</td>
<td>7.96*</td>
<td>10.78**</td>
<td>8.37**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Data Requirements</td>
<td>5.04*</td>
<td>4.09*</td>
<td>3.26*</td>
<td>5.04**</td>
<td>3.67**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Exceptions</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Alternatives</td>
<td>1.13**</td>
<td>0.65**</td>
<td>0.43**</td>
<td>1.13**</td>
<td>0.54**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Scenario Information</td>
<td>59.09*</td>
<td>50.96*</td>
<td>49.17*</td>
<td>59.09**</td>
<td>50.07**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Weakly Significant (p <.10), ** Significant (p<.05)

Table 2 – Mean action completeness measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Completeness</th>
<th>Treat 1</th>
<th>Treat 2</th>
<th>Treat 3</th>
<th>Unstructured (Treat 1)</th>
<th>Structured (Treat 2&amp;3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Actions with Actors</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Actions with Descriptions</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Actions with Data Rqmts</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Actions with Exceptions</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Actions with Alternatives</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Info per Action</td>
<td>1.96***</td>
<td>1.86***</td>
<td>1.70***</td>
<td>1.96**</td>
<td>1.78**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Weakly Significant (p <.10), ** Significant (p<.05), ***Strongly Significant (p<.01)

Table 3 – Mean productivity measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Productivity</th>
<th>Treat 1</th>
<th>Treat 2</th>
<th>Treat 3</th>
<th>Unstructured (Treat 1)</th>
<th>Structured (Treat 2&amp;3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total # Scenarios</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Words for Scenario 1</td>
<td>501.35**</td>
<td>421.00**</td>
<td>358.83**</td>
<td>501.35**</td>
<td>389.91**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concision for Scenario 1</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>12.38</td>
<td>11.35</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>11.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total # Words, All Scenarios</td>
<td>800.30**</td>
<td>632.48**</td>
<td>567.30**</td>
<td>800.30***</td>
<td>599.89***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Significant (p<.05), ***Strongly Significant (p<.01)

Table 4 - Questionnaire factor analysis summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Factor Description</th>
<th>Proposed Items</th>
<th>Actual Items</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11*</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8**</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5**</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Questions on alternatives and exceptions dropped due to low commonality with other variables.
** Because of vague question wording, one productivity question loaded slightly higher on ease of use.

Table 5 - Comparison of questionnaire factor scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Factor Description</th>
<th>Treat 1</th>
<th>Treat 2</th>
<th>Treat 3</th>
<th>Unstructured (Treat 1)</th>
<th>Structured (Treat 2&amp;3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.28**</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Significant (p<.05)